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The bicycle is almost unique among human-powered machines in that it uses human muscles in a

near-optimum way. This new edition of the bible of bicycle builders and bicyclists provides just about

everything you could want to know about the history of bicycles, how human beings propel them,

what makes them go faster, and what keeps them from going even faster. The scientific and

engineering information is of interest not only to designers and builders of bicycles and other

human-powered vehicles but also to competitive cyclists, bicycle commuters, and recreational

cyclists.The third edition begins with a brief history of bicycles and bicycling that demolishes many

widespread myths. This edition includes information on recent experiments and achievements in

human-powered transportation, including the "ultimate human- powered vehicle," in which a supine

rider in a streamlined enclosure steers by looking at a television screen connected to a small

camera in the nose, reaching speeds of around 80 miles per hour. It contains completely new

chapters on aerodynamics, unusual human-powered machines for use on land and in water and air,

human physiology, and the future of bicycling. This edition also provides updated information on

rolling drag, transmission of power from rider to wheels, braking, heat management, steering and

stability, power and speed, and materials. It contains many new illustrations.
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Reviewed by Dr. Andreas Fuchs, Berne, Switzerland, August 2004Long-awaited for Bicycling

Science 3 is finally here: 22 years after the second edition was originally published! A main question



for the reviewer was therefore: Will the 3rd edition of Bicycling Science consider the

key-developments that happened in this field during the full age of the desktop computer in a wisely

weighted manner? This question is a fair one since Bicycling Science ranks among the most

important books in the field of cycling!The new, third edition of Bicycling Science (BS) contains main

chapters about: History, human power generation, thermal effects on power production, power and

speed, bicycle aerodynamics, rolling (tires and bearings), braking, steering and balancing,

mechanics and mechanisms (power transmission), materials and stresses, unusual

human-powered machines, and human-powered vehicles in the future.Compared with BS2, BS3

has relatively more content in the chapters "human power generation" and "steering and balancing".

BS3 discusses relevant results of work physiology in much more detail than BS2. Since bicycling

science is a wide field it is a wise decision to involve co-authors; in the "steering and

balancing"-chapter Jim Papadopolous vast experience with this main topic shines up and is, at least

by the reviewer, very much appreciated!After reading BS3, the question put up by the reviewer at

the beginning of this review receives an overall positive answer: D.G. Wilson lists many new

references; as a very serious observer of the field of bicycling science Wilson identified the

important developments and discusses them accordingly.

Prof. Wilson is well-respected in the engineering community, and this book is the best we have on

the topic. Alas, even though Americans can land a man on the moon, we don't currently have a

comprehensive, accurate computer simulation of the bicycle, rider, terrain, and atmospheric

condition suitable for design optimization. Bicycle science is still very empirical! Contrast this with

automotive engineering, aerospace engineering, watercraft engineering, and rail travel engineering

(although to be fair, there is no Defense Department money for bicycle advancements). As a

systems and mechanical engineer in industry (but not the bicycle industry) I've written numerous

computer simulations for all kinds of machines and processes; my engineering doctoral dissertation

was on the detailed computer simulation of a modified gas turbine engine (published as Theory and

Design of the New Rational Combustion Engine)--so it rather amazes me that we don't have

something comparable for bicycle design. Prof. Wilson candidly states on p. 365 that "...expert

application of engineering methods has played very little part in bicycle design." and on p. 282

contributing author Papadopoulos states that "...most [dynamic] analyses are incorrect, either

because of faulty methods or because of errors in algebra" (and this at a time when theoretical

physicists are promolgating theories to the thirteenth decimal place).The authors present some of

the simple equations, but don't number them, and there are some symbol mistakes (e.g., on p. 242



an equation is missing a couple of divisor signs and lacks a negative sign at the beginning).

Symbols are defined at the end of the book, rather than at the beginning or end of each chapter.
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